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HAIRSTYLIST

Hairstylist Hairstylist welcoming and relaxing atmosphere through the hair salon of John and Julia,
located in Vimercate, near Milan.
Four careful and experienced designers are dedicated to their tasks with skill, within a welcoming and
functional space, where every customer can feel comfortable and safe to be recommended in
appropriate ways.
salon A spacious living room, marked by fine wood furniture, terracotta floors and warm colors, which
outline a hospitable location.
The wooden reception introduces the fair, distinguished by a prominent nineteenth-century fireplace,
located next to the posts reserved for the technical and stylistic treatments.
Opening days:
Tuesday and Thursday: 08:30 to 12:30 / 13:30 to 18:30

Wednesday: 08:30 to 12:30 / 13:30 to 21:00
Friday: 08:30 to 18:30
Saturday: 08:00 to 16:30
Services by appointment - Service wives at home
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